**HIV Congress 2006**

*Announcement*

**HIV Congress 2006**


For further details contact: Dr. JK Maniar, Organising Chairperson, 69/2, Walkeshwar Road, Mumbai 400 006.

Tel: 91-22-23680288; Fax: 91-22-22083184

Email: jkmaniar@vsnl.com  
Web: hivcongress2006.com

Organising Secretary: Milind Nadkar, E-mail: milindnadkar@yahoo.com

---

**TOXOCON-1**

*Announcement*

**TOXOCON-1**

The Inaugural Conference of The Indian Society of Toxicology, 28th November 2005. Venue: Amrita Institute of Medical Sciences and Research Centre, Cochin - 682 026.

For further details contact: Dr. VV Pillay, Organizing Secretary, Department of Analytical Toxicology, Amrita Institute of Medical Sciences, Cochin - 682 026.

Tel: 0484-2804852 (Direct); 0484-2801234; Extn. 4852, 6034; 0484-2807055; 9895282388 (after 5 pm)

Email: toxicology@medical.amrita.edu